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Dionysus in India:
His Many Lives in Past and Present Research
एकं॒ स'()ा॑ बहु॒धा व॑दि3त

ekam sādviprā bahudhā vadanti
“Learned sages speak about the One in various ways.”1
“Using Plato’s terminology, one would have to say something like this about the tragic figures of the
Hellenic stage: the one, truly real Dionysos manifests himself in a multiplicity of figures, in the mask of
a fighting hero and, as it were, entangled in the net of the individual will.”2
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In this paper, I propose that finding Dionysus’ counterpart in India is a futile task unless
the relation focuses on Dionysus as a divine force of nature variously manifest following the
meaning of the Rig Veda verse mentioned above. As Nietzsche saw the Dionysian as a force of
nature inherent in the human, it becomes a much more plausible thesis to ascertain a relation
of Dionysus to India through Indo-European comparative mythology and philology. This is so
because many scholars have given objective status to assertions about Dionysus’ relation to
India that can at best be only subjectively attested. The fields of Indo-European comparative
mythology and philology, because of their very nature of dealing with a body of literature that
is yet unattested, provide space for an objectively plausible, though still subjectively arguable,
thesis for a relation of Dionysus to India. All this will become evident as we travel from
Germany in the early twentieth century to the culture of the Indo-Europeans through Rome,
Greece, Persia, Iran, and India.
Thus, Robert Cowan relates how the idea of Dionysus in India was appropriated through
Nietzsche to further the ends of German National Socialism. According to Cowan, “the first
three decades of the twentieth century saw the transformation of Nietzsche in Germany into
the ultimate volkische hero.”3 His idea of the Dionysian pervaded “gathering of activists who
celebrated both the German Geist and occult mysticism.”4 Furthermore, Cowan relates that
Alfred Bäumler, the Third Reich’s official Nietzsche scholar, “had fully ‘Nazified’ Nietzsche as
a lonely Greek-Germanic warrior who reconquers the world through his battles against the
false values and beliefs of his age, in order to make [Dionysian] greatness again possible.”5 The
idea of Nietzschean Dionysian was then appropriated to further a relentless attack against the
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Other in early twentieth-century Germany. The other was the plastic Apollonian, which is not
but only resembles excellent life. Thus, it deceives.
Cowan proposes that Nietzsche saw Apollo and Dionysus as forces of nature, just as the
Rig Veda verse above describes the forces manifest from the One divinity. According to
Cowan, “Nietzsche postulated [Apollo and Dionysus as] the result of forces arising directly
from nature without the mediation of the human artist.”6 In other words, the artist in the
human, or the master of a group of humans who are unable to be the artists of themselves,
must balance out the Apollonian and Dionysian to maintain the seemingly controlled life
force, which is, otherwise, unmediated forces of nature. Modern humans who balance those
forces in themselves do so because they are out of touch with the Dionysian. Apollonian
forces have forced them to live plastic lives. Life of the mind must trump the life of the heart
even as one recognizes that we are not minds alone. Regardless, Nietzsche’s recognition of
Apollo as representative of an “aesthetic Socratism” represented “obstacles to the realization
of the Dionysian.”7 The trust in the life of the mind to control and put in place the threatening
Dionysian led Nietzsche to claim that “[the] Socratic man [will] run his course and will be
replaced by tragic man, but that it falls on [Nietzsche’s] reader’s head to lead the Dionysian
procession out of India and into Greece.”8 In other words, the modern human has to be
courageous to accept that the rope one has placed around one’s neck in the form of Socratic
intellectualism tightens one’s knot tragically. The Indian in the idea of the Dionysian
tragically knows this through its Vedāntic philosophy, but the human from Greece bent on
Socratic intellectualism will be a victim.
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Vedānta and the idea of the Dionysian are not exclusive categories because the Dionysian
in the idea of Dionysus reflects Vedic forces of nature inherent in Vedānta – as the study of
the goal (anta) of the Vedas. Quoting Martha Nussbaum, Cowan poses that “the reader of The
Birth of Tragedy must have already read Schopenhauer to understand the dichotomy of
Apollonian and Dionysian, yet Schopenhauer warned that the reader of The World as Will and
Representation must have already read the Upanishads.”9 The Upanishads is one of the three
primary texts of the Vedānta tradition. Schopenhauer’s interpretation of Vedānta and
Buddhism, however, is deficient. Thus, the apprehensive doubt with which Nietzsche
apprehended the idea of the Apollonian and the Dionysian. Indeed, quoting Nussbaum again,
Cowan relates that “[Nietzsche] was much under the influence of Schopenhauer at [the] early
age of twenty-six [when he wrote the Tragedy], and the two categories of nature that he set up
in the work – the Apollonian and the Dionysian – are ‘up to a point, simply Representation
and Will in Greek costume.’”10 The Will represents the Upanishadic Brahman, and the
Representation is but the Upanishadic Maya. Brahman is the source of the forces of nature.
Maya is the illusion that keeps us bound to it as we handle the forces of nature within. Indeed,
Cowan argues that “the image of Dionysus [in contrast to the Apollonian] is in keeping with
the characterization of Dionysus among Roman writers… of a wild conqueror who learned
transcendental philosophy from Brahmin priests.”11 Historically, we will see this is a
problematic claim, but the link between Vedānta and Dionysus is not out of reach.
In fact, Renate Schlesier proposes a possible relation of Dionysus to Germanic mythology
through the god’s relation to the Vedic god Soma. In her own words, “the comparison to Soma
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reinforced the elemental interpretation of Dionysos” with the sun and the moon12 in that
Dionysus’ image had once been “the image of sunlight ‘flowing’ through the sky [thus giving]
rise to the notion of a divine drink in Indo-European imagination.” 13 In other words, an
intoxicating drink brought through sunlight had divine qualities that led its drinkers to have
Dionysian experiences. Likewise, Soma was an intoxicating drink drunk by Vedic seers who
ecstatically received the hymns of the Rig Veda. In relating such an image of Dionysus to
Germanic mythology, Schlesier quotes Schwartz in that “the birth of Dionysos… from Zeus
and Persephone stood for the birth of the sun-god from the union of the god of the sky with a
sun-goddess on the analogy of the union of ‘Odhin’ with ‘Gunlöd.’”14 Thus, “in contrast to
symbolist theories of the nineteenth century about an Indian Dionysos,”15 Indo-European
Comparative Mythology, “through the comparisons with Soma and Odin, [made] the focus
[shift] from the theme of the ‘foreignness’ of Dionysos to his supposed Aryan connections.”16 It
also established the relation of Greek Dionysus to German mythology through the Aryan
connection of the Vedic period – all influences which bore both on Nietzsche’s interpretation
of the Dionysian and Bäumler’s Nazification of Nietzschean Dionysian to further German
National Socialism.
According to her sources on nineteenth-century Indo-European comparative mythology
scholarship, Schlesier several other examples of the relations of Dionysus to the ancient
world. According to Schlesier, quoting Creuzer, “the worship of Dionysos originated in Indian
sun- and fire-worship and Dionysos was identifiable with the phallic Schiwa Dewaincha;
priests transmitted the orgies of Schiwa from India to Greece via Egypt.”17 We have already
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seen how the Rig Veda fuses forces of nature, such as the sun and fire, into manifestations of
the One divinity. The phallic Schiwa likely relates to the classical worship of Śiva, whom,
represented by the phallic symbol of the lingam, populates the popular mind with orgiastic
ideas similar to the later Dionysian. According to Schlesier, “just as Dionysos could be
identified with wine, Soma appeared in the Rig-Veda both as a god and as [an intoxicating]
drink,” and just like Śiva, “both gods could be represented in bull-form.”18 This is Schlesier’s
take on nineteenth-century Indo-European comparative mythology on Dionysus and Śiva,
but Schlesier prefers to relate the god to a Platonic figure.
In a move seemingly in contrast to Nietzsche's, Schlesier sees Socrates representing a
Dionysian ideal. In her own words, “Once one begins to look for [Dionysus] in Plato’s work,
Dionysian motifs turn up in numerous and highly significant contexts.”19 For example, in the
Symposium, Alcibiades [Socrates’ beloved] “acts like a human incarnation of Dionysos,”20 and
“when you listen to Socrates, your heart begins to palpitate more heavily… he stings and
transforms everyone who encounters him with the mania and bakcheia of philosophy.”21
Schlesier wonders “why exactly Plato chose to invest the man who, in the western tradition,
was to become the paragon of reason with lavish Dionysian symbolism.” 22 She notes, for
example, that in the Crito, as Socrates accepts the time and circumstances of his death, “in a
highly perplexing passage, Plato abruptly resorts to the vocabulary of Bacchic ritual: ‘you
know, my dear friend Crito: this is what I seem to be hearing, just as the corybants seem to be
hearing flutes, and the sound of these arguments is buzzing in my ears…’”23 Schlesier concludes
that “Plato positions Socrates at a curiously paradoxical intersection of Dionysianism and
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rationality, turning him again, just as in the Symposium, into a corybant of reason.”24 That
Socrates will later lament that he has not devoted much time to the study of music, a symptom
of the Dionysian, the indictment seems to be that Socratic intellectualism stunts the
Dionysian force – a symptom of the later Nietzschean taken on Dionysus.
However, Schlesier is not the only one to propose Dionysus relations, or the Dionysian
idea, to historical figures, not only mythological ones. Larson mentions that there were four
versions of Dionysus in the ancient world. Those were “the respectable patron of the theater
and the arts,” “the effeminate, yet fierce and phallic mystery-god of the bloodthirsty
Maenads,” “the mystic deity in the temples of Demeter,” and “the divine savior who died for
mankind and whose body and blood were symbolically eaten and drunk in the eucharist of
the Orphic-Pythagorean celibates.”25 In other words, Larson relates Dionysus to the figure of
Christ. Just as the Rig Veda verse above puts it, Larson relates that all of these are different
manifestations resulting from one divinity, the Egyptian god Osiris - “the variations which
appear among them resulted from the transplantation of the god from one country to
another.”26 We do not need to deal here with Larson’s assertion that Christ is the ultimate
manifestation of the One divinity. What is interesting about his take is that he relates
Dionysus’ supposed expedition to India as one previously undertaken by an Egyptian King,
Sesostris, who “had a career so closely parallel to that attributed to Osiris that we conclude
much of his history to have been incorporated into the Osiris-Dionysus myth.”27 Just as
Dionysus, Sesostris was said to have led an army over all portions of Asia.
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Larson’s identification of the Dionysian with Christ occurs through Osiris. In his own
words, the Greeks “contributed vastly to Christianity, because the unlettered among them
finally accepted Osiris under the name of Dionysus… [whom] became the universal saviorgod and the prototype of Christ.”28 This is interesting because while the lettered would
confine themselves perhaps to the study of Socratic Intellectualism and the Aristotelian
response to it, the populace worshipped Dionysus and thus was closer to a subjective
experience of reality that led them to accept Christ as their Savior. We must remember that
Dionysus has been described as a god open to all and not only to the upper echelons of
society, which, in fact, were forced to deal with him and accept him into the Greek pantheon.
This will become more interesting later as Dahlquist relates Dionysus to a non-Aryan god
who might have been later incorporated into the Vedic pantheon. Indeed, Larson claims that
the mysteries of Dionysus could not have possibly had a Greek origin “by the fact that the
initiatory rites as practiced among [his worshippers] were open to everyone, in contrast to the
secret rituals of Byblus, Cyprus, Thrace, Samothrace, and Eleusis.”29 Schlesier further
mentions that “the earliest representations of Jesus’ first bath… undoubtedly mirrored what
was then old Dionysiac imagery”30 and that, although “it would be… hasty to claim that such a
metaphor makes of Dionysos a forerunner of Christ… such an implicit link will eventually be
established, especially by Nonnos of Panopolis.”31 In other words, the idea of Dionysus and the
Dionysian is being incorporated into the history of religions, perhaps no longer as a force of
nature but as a human, perhaps immortal, justifying the worship of then-contemporary ones.
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However, it was not only to historical or mythological figures that others were
appropriating Dionysus and the idea of the Dionysian, for McEvilley relates Dionysus and
India to the introduction of reincarnation and body-soul dualism in Greece. According to
McEvilley, “the doctrine [of reincarnation] seems to appear in Greece abruptly, without
developmental stages… an [already] articulated doctrine, not a rudimentary beginning.”32
McEvilley claims that although there is a hypothesis that reincarnation entered Greece from
Thrace, the hypothesis is not plausible because “it does not involve India.”33 This is
problematic for McEvilley because although there are “explanations, offered on the
assumption that the Greek doctrine [of reincarnation] is to be explained by itself, [they] do not
address the central problem of the extensive and nearly exact correspondence between the
Greek and the Indian versions.”34 McEvilley relates, through Herodotus, that “the Egyptians
say that Demeter and Dionysus… were the first… to put forward the doctrine of the
immortality of the soul, and to maintain that after death it enters another creature at the
moment of that creatures’ birth.”35 McEvilley had extensively studied the relation between
Greek and Indian philosophies and concluded “that the [Greek] tripartite doctrine of
reincarnation [purification, and release of the soul) developed in India and diffused thence
into Greece by way of Persia.”36 In other words, places such as Egypt and Persia played an
essential role in disseminating Indian ideas to Greece. In the Persian courts in the time of
Cyrus,i Greek and Indians shared the same table, and that is a possible connection where the
ideas might have traversed.
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The relation of Dionysus to Śiva, however, had become a scholarly consensus that is hard
to be abandoned. Germana relates, quoting Görres, that the phallic cult around the Śiva
lingam had “spread around the ancient world and constituted the essence of the religious
symbolism that animated ancient myth.”37 Once again, the phallic idea played a part in its
identification with the orgiastic in the Dionysian. Whereas the Semitic religions would abhor
the idea of sex, the ancient world, from Egypt and Persia, to India, related more freely to such
aspect of the Dionysian. Germana points out that Görres “identified it at the heart of Greek
cult worship…[connecting] the Greek cult of Dionysus to Śiva, whom he referred to as the
‘Indian Dionysus.’”38 In addition, according to Germana, “Creuzer contributed directly to this
‘orientalizing’ [of Greek divinities] by tracing the roots of the Greek cult of Dionysus back to
India… [invoking] the opinion, often cited by the Greeks themselves, that Dionysus had come
to Greece from India.”39 Śiva, however, had himself an obscure history in classical Indic
religion.
As Dahlquist recounts, Dionysus should not be related to any Aryan divinity in India but
divinities related to the non-Aryan Dravidians. In his own words, Dionysus is related to “the
non-Hindu Dravidian religion, as exemplified by the religion of the Kotas of South India and
the Oraons and others in the Chota Nagpur-Orissa…”40Dahlquist acknowledges, however,
that in employing a statistical method to find the Indian counterpart to Dionysus, he has
“come across certain difficulties when trying to link Megasthenes’ Dionysos passage with
ideas current among Dravidian-speaking peoples.”41 In other words, Dahlquist tried to link
Megasthenes’ descriptions of Heracles and Dionysus in India to several Indic divinities and
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employed number relations to figure out to which Indic divinity the characteristic described
in Megasthenes most related. Dahlquist relates Dionysus to the non-Aryan Kittung, the god of
the Munda tradition – one of the hill tribes of India. In his own words, “that which is told of
Dionysos [in Megasthenes] is also told of Kittung and the other gods/culture-heroes of the
Mundas.”42 Dahlquist was able to identify twenty-five characteristics of Megasthenes’
description of Dionysus to Kittung and concluded that “Megasthenes was describing a
religion and a people… which were not Aryan and which had not been shaped by the tenets of
Hinduism, a people, the religion and culture of which have been preserved by the Mundas of
Chota Nagpur and Orissa.”43
Dahlquist did not relate Dionysus to Śiva or Krishna because the number relation was
lower. According to him, because scholars would usually relate Heracles to Krishna, “then
Dionysos must be Śiva,”44 a method that could “hardly be called satisfactory, much less
convincing.”45 He relates that none of Megasthenes’ descriptions of Dionysus could
objectively be related to Śiva46 because “Śiva’s asceticism, his meditation, and his linga are
other essentials of the character of Śiva, but all are missing from Megasthenes’ description of
Dionysos.”47 About Krishna, Dahlquist provides a list of seven direct correspondences
between him and Dionysus but likewise concludes that “the main mass of the Dionysos
material does not in any way suggest Krishna” because “everything that is essential in the
description of Dionysus is unknown in connection with Krishna; and vice versa…”48
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Other scholars have similarly criticized Dahlquist’s statistical methods. According to
Kuiper, however interesting in itself, “a correct identification of Herakles and Dionysos would
practically amount [only] to a successful solution of a riddle in the interpretation of a few
passages in some Greek and Latin text.”49 Furthermore, Kuiper claims that “Dahlquist
apparently was so profoundly convinced of the correctness of his new identification…
[Dionysos = Kittung] that he continued, in the face of all indications to the contrary, to heap
theory upon theory in an effort to defend his thesis.”50 According to De Casparis, “the ancient
Indians were not, as far as we know, interested in the religions of the primitive tribes. Our
information concerning the Mundas is of recent date and there is no basis for the assumption
that the Munda myths go back to the time of Megasthenes.”51 He concludes that though
Dahlquist's study raises many interesting points, “his attempt at vindicating Megasthenes as a
reliable authority on ancient India is [similar] unconvincing.”52 Dahlquist’s failure to relate
Dionysus to either Śiva or Krishna is telling because it shows how a scientific method,
statistics, fails to provide for truth in the humanities. This is indirectly related to Nietzsche’s
criticism of the Socratic human trying but failing to approach the Dionysian. Dionysus, for
Nietzsche, is a force of nature and not a piece of data with which one can that can quantifiably
play.
Otto and Dodds, in turn, give us some of the pre-Greek backgrounds of Dionysus.
According to Otto, “contrary to the opinion which has prevailed up until [then], the mainland
of Greece, itself, is designated as the third seat of the Dionysiac movement…”53 He relates,
quoting Wilamovitz, that Dionysus arrived in Greece early in the eighth century BCE and that
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“the society in which and for which Homer wrote his poetry wished to know as little of
Dionysus… until it had to yield to a movement which came from below.”54 Otto speculates
that the popular worship of Dionysus may be even older than the worship of Apollo at
Delphi55 because Dionysus, in his opinion, “was in the Archaic Age as much a social necessity
as Apollo”56 – Apollo promised security while Dionysus offered freedom.57 Dodds proves this
point by linking the irrationality of Dionysus to being “essentially a god joy… and his joys
were accessible to all, including even slaves, as well as those freemen who were shut out from
the old gentile cults.”58 Dionysus, then, and the idea of the Dionysian were seen as universally
applicable to every particular human being and had not yet become institutionalized into
cults or religions.
This is further attested by an inscription whose description found in Philostratus has been
described by Dalby as he tries to find the sources for Bacchus in India. According to Dalby,
“the first Greek historian, Herodotos, had heard that Bacchus was born… in the southeastern
parts of the world, beyond Arabia… perhaps India, in the land of cinnamon.”59 Dalby relates
that Bacchus’ festival, if not annual, was celebrated every three years because it had taken
Bacchus three years to return from his Indian expedition.60 He further relates that Bacchus
was the first to bring to the West ancient Indian spices such as cinnamon and frankincense,
which were then used in many temples around Greece and Rome.61 This points to a foreign
origin of Bacchus in India. However, what is noteworthy is that, according to Philostratus,
“Bacchus dedicated at Apollo’s famous shrine at Delphoi in the heart of Greece a discus of
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Indian silver with the simple inscription: Dionysos, son of Semele and Zeus, from India, for Delphic
Apollo.” This is noteworthy not only because of the idea of a Greek god offering a foreign item
to Apollo in such an institution as the shrine at Delphi and what that means for the origins of
Bacchus in India, but also because it directly claims that Bacchus is not only born of Zeus and
Semele, thus Dionysus, but also relating Bacchus through Dionysus back to India from where
he supposedly came.
Interestingly, O’Brien gives us clues about Dionysus’ identification with other figures
within and outside Greece that link Dionysus to Śiva. He claims that Priapus, a god whose
main feature is his “gargantuan genitalia,”62 may have been “associated with an earlier Greek
version of Dionysus.”63 We have already seen how Śiva is related to the worship of the
lingam's phallic symbol, which, like a force of nature, is “revered as an object of generative
power.”64 O’Brien further claims that there was an Egyptian cult associated with the fertility of
bulls belonging to the Egyptian god Osiris,65 who, we have noted, has been taken to be the
Egyptian counterpart to Dionysus. Śiva, besides being taken as related to fertility as in the
worship of his symbolic phallic lingam, as well rides a sacred bull.ii In sum, O’Brien has given
us some other historical sources explaining Dionysus's relation to India now through Egypt,
showing how Dionysus, or the idea of the Dionysian, traveled far and wide in the ancient
Mediterranean. Benaissa also relates some ancient sources linking Dionysus to India through
Egypt. For example, he finds relations between the idea of Dionysus as a culture hero to
Hecataeus of Abdera’s assertion that “the Egyptian god Osiris, traditionally equated with the
Greek Dionysus, [was represented as] as a mortal [culture hero] who obtained divine honours
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for his benefactions to mankind. After civilizing his native Egypt, he set out with his army and
founded cities in India, including Nysa, as a memorial… of his conquest.”66
Benaissa also sheds light on Alexander’s expedition to India and its relation to Dionysus.
Benaissa relates that for some other ancient writers, Dionysus’ expedition to India was “a
fabrication by Alexander’s flatterers, pointing out, inter alia the striking absence of any
accounts or traces of Dionysus’ alleged expedition between the Aegean and India.”67 Benaissa
claims that the relation of Dionysus to India, whether such relation came before or after
Alexander’s expedition, was to provide Alexander’s troops with familiar landmarks in an alien
environment.68 He also relates that Dionysus’ reputation will have facilitated the
establishment of the legend… “as a wandering ‘outsider’ with strong ties to the East and the
non-Greek world.”69 Thus, it was reasonable to expect that Alexander and his troops would
try and find traces of the god in India.70 For Benaissa, Dionysus has special significance for the
Macedonian as “Alexander saw the conquering Dionysus… as his divine precursor… whose
Indian conquest he strove not only to emulate but even to surpass… a theory that has been
accepted by some as historical but dismissed by others as retrospective.”71 In other words,
Benaissa could not objectively locate whether Dionysus’ supposed expedition to India
resulted from Alexander’s infatuation with resembling the god or whether there was a
Dionysian expedition to India, perhaps by a culture hero turned into a god.
The idea of a supposed Dionysian expedition to India did, however, circulate further
following Alexander’s expedition to India. Even though “the legend of Dionysus’ Indian war…
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is not securely attested beforehand,”72 the relation of Dionysus to India picked up steam
because of “Alexander’s visit in 327 BCE to a city between the Copheniii and Indus rivers
which the Greeks called ‘Nysa,’ otherwise the name of Dionysus’ birthplace… in the
mythological tradition.”73 Benaissa relates that when the troops of Alexander saw ivy growing
in that part of India, they marveled and identified such signs as proof of Dionysus’ previous
expedition to India. In other words, Alexander and his troops tried to find traces of Dionysus
in India to justify Alexander’s own expedition in trying to resemble the god. That led to
several sources in ancient times somehow and variously linking Dionysus to India. Some have
taken these sources seriously, and others dismissed them as products of ancient imagination.
According to Stoneman, Alexander and his troops quickly jumped to conclusions relating
Dionysus to India. For example, about finding ivy in Nysa, Stoneman claims that “the
Macedonians and Greeks do not seem to have understood that it was simply a question of
altitude whether such plants grew in ‘India,’ but took it as a sign of the god’s presence
[there].”74 Intent on finding traces of Dionysus in India, Alexander and his troops placed the
location of Nysa on a nearby mountain and named it Mount Meru because “the infant
Dionysos had been concealed in the thigh (Greek mēros) of his father Zeus.”75 They regarded
the fact that Indian typically wore dapped clothing and played drums and cymbals as
“proving that they were devotees of Dionysus,”76 and even saw a festival like Holi as “a merry
riot that [Dionysus] would have loved.”77
Stoneman confirms that part of the propaganda enabling Macedonian kings like
Alexander to claim Hellenistic origins was by proxy identification with gods such as Dionysus.
Benaissa, 31-32
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For Alexander, “it was the exceptional achievements of the hero who had become god that
provided him with a model.”78 Alexander did not see Dionysus as native to the Macedonian
house, and thus, in relating Dionysus to him, Alexander made Dionysus “the presiding deity
of his reign.”79 Stoneman further relates that in a play by Euripides of which Alexander must
have been aware, 80 it had been claimed that Dionysus had conquered all of Asia, including
India. We have noted how subjective such sources must have been, as Dionysus and the idea
of the Dionysian traversed the ancient world. However, Alexander claimed a relationship with
Dionysus that later authors used to describe not only Dionysus’ expedition in India but India
as perhaps being the source of the Greek god.
In his view, Stoneman prefers to relate Dionysus to Vedic and not Classic India –
especially to the Vedic god Indra.iv In his own words, “it is sometimes argued that this
Dionysus is a form of Indra as first king, culture-hero of the Aryans, warrior-leader and
bringer of agriculture.”81 He finds telling that although Indra is represented in Greek by the
name ‘Indos,’ some scholars contend against relating Dionysus to Indra by claiming, for
example, that “the most natural reading of Diodorus’ Greek καί φασι τὸν μὲν αρχαιότατον
Ινδὸν εἰναι, is that ‘the most ancient [sc. Dionysus] was an Indian,’”82 and not that Dionysus
was Indra. More interestingly, Stoneman recounts that the supposed Aryan invasion of India
led by Indra against the native Dasas “has points of resemblance to Megasthenes’ description
of Dionysus’ arrival” in India.”83
Stoneman is another one that doubts the consensus that Dionysus’ counterpart in India is
Śiva. In his own words, that is doubtful because it is not uncontested whether Śiva existed in
Stoneman, 83
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the form he is now known at the time of Alexander.”84 Following his preference to link
Dionysus to Vedic and not Classic India, Stoneman relates that Śiva was not mentioned in the
Vedas or Pānini, and that though there were several “proto-Śivas”v seals of the Indus Valley
civilization, “this is much debated and the present consensus seems to be that it is not any
kind of Śiva.”85 Stoneman then relates the possibility of relating Dionysus to another Vedic
god, Rudra, the Vedic counterpart to the Classical Śiva. In his own words, “Śiva shares many
characteristics with the Vedic god Rudra, who is in essence a storm-god… [whose] special
animal is the bull…[and] uses intoxicants (like Śiva and Dionysus).”86 Stoneman concludes by
claiming that Alexander’s expedition was intent on finding evidence for Dionysus in India87
and that the sources attesting to the relation of Dionysus to India after Alexander’s expedition
cannot objectively be taken.
The relation of Dionysus to Vedic India introduces philological methods to this
discussion. Vasunia recounts that Sir William Jones had authored an essay on the gods of
Greece, India, and Italy, suggesting “correspondences between Janus and Ganesha, Saturn
and Manu or Satyavrata, Jupiter and Indra, Hermes and Narada, Ceres and Lakshmi,
Dionysus and Rama, and Apollo and Krishna.”88 Specifically, Sir William Jones mentioned
that, although “in regard to Bacchus… his ithyphallic images, measures, and ceremonies allude
probably… to Siva, one of whose names is Vágís or Bágís,”89 an accurate comparison of
Nonnus’ Dionysiaca to Valmiki’s Ramayana would prove that Dionysus’ counterpart in India
was to be the Rāma.” 90 Following Jones’ thinking, Rāma “was the Dionysus of the Greeks,
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whom they named Bromius, without knowing why…”91 In other words, Sir William Jones, in
positing that Sanskrit, Greek, and Latin were related, tried to relate the Latin name Bromius to
Rāma.92 We do not need to dwell here on Jones’ philological, or not, accomplishments, but
linguistic interpretation provide exciting thoughts about the relation of Dionysus to Vedic
India.
Benveniste provides a brief linguistic interpretation relating Dionysus to ancient Persia
and Iran through Armenia. In his own words, “the name Spandaramet survives as the
equivalent of Dionysus.”93 He recounts that “spanta” is an Indo-European word meaning
“sacred” in its Avestan form and that it forms the name of the Avestan “Immortal Saints” as in
“amasa-spanta.” According to Benveniste, the Immortal Saints preside “over the material and
moral life of man, and… were at an early date incarnated each in an element: water, earth,
plants, metals, etc.”94 Furthermore, Benveniste recounts that “amet” is part of the name of a
local divinity of the Earth called Aramati as “spanta-ārmaiti became in Middle Iranian
Spandarmat.” Thus, according to Benveniste, Spandarmat became Spandaramet in Armenian
with plenty of Iranian loan words. Spandaramet is the name the Armenians equate with
Dionysus. In conclusion, Benveniste claims that “it was therefore in virtue of his being an
ancient divinity of the earth that Spandaramet was transferred in Armenian to the role of
Dionysus as a god of fertility.”95
Skjaervo further probes into the relation of Dionysus and India through Iran. He claims
that “Armaiti is the daughter and wife of Ahura Mazda (the Zoroastrian God).”96 “Armaiti” being
related to the “aramet” of “Spandaramet,” which is the Armenian relation to Dionysus, if we
—, 31
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follow Skjaervo’s understanding of Zoroastrianism, the antecedent to Dionysus in IndoEuropean would refer to a female deity: “the genius of the Earth.”97 Skjaervo further attests to
such a possibility when he claims that “already in the Old Avestan texts, [Armaiti] is clearly the
deity of the Earth… she is therefore the counterpart of the celestial Order… [corresponding]
loosely to the Old Indic couple Heaven and Earth”98 who are mentioned as deities in the Rig
Veda. Of interest, Skjaervo notes that Armaiti’s name probably means humility in that it “refers
to the Earth’s ‘humble’ role as the daughter and spouse of Ahura Mazda. Note that humble is
from Latin humilis, which is derived from humus ‘ Earth.’”99
Furthermore, Skjaervo further relates the etymology of the word God to a possible
relation of Dionysus to Indo-European. In his own words, “it was established that the protoIndo-Europeans sacrificed to heavenly gods, denoted by the word *deiwo.”100 This word relates
to the Old Indic deva and Latin deus. Likewise, this word is further related to another IndoEuropean word, *dyew, meaning “the bright sky, which was probably worshipped as a high
god by several Indo-European peoples: Old Indic dyau ‘heaven,’ Latin Juppiter from the
vocative *dyeu-pater ‘O father heaven,’ [and] Greek Zeus from *dyêus.”101 It is irresistible,
though highly arguable, to relate the “Dio” in Dionysus to the Greek variant for God above –
perhaps in a genitive case “of/belonging to God,” which is what Armait represents as the
daughter and wife to the Zoroastrian God – thus of and belonging to God.
Such relation of Dionysus to Indo-European takes Dionysus to be related to deities in the
Rig Veda. According to Skjaervo, “the Rigvedic religion is a polytheistic religion, populated by
a variety of gods – devas and asuras.”102 Skjaervo claims that the Rigvedic devas were
—, 17
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transferred to the camp of evil in the Zoroastrian religion. If we follow the lead of Skjaervo,
then Dionysus is related to an Indo-European female deity, and such a deity may have
become “evil” when transferred from godly in the Rig Veda to evil in Zoroastrianism. One
could thus understand the orgiastic and intoxicating rites of Dionysus as “evil” as the idea of
the Dionysian was transferred to Zoroastrianism, which is antecedent and influential to the
Semitic religions of the Middle East.
Furthermore, if the antecedent to the Zoroastrian deity is an Old Indic, and if the Old
Indic deity is godly before being turned evil in Zoroastrianism, one could further locate a
plausible, though highly arguable, relation of Dionysus to the Vedic deity of Earth and
fertility. Though Skjaervo is mistaken when he claims that “the Rigvedic religion is a
polytheistic religion”103 because though many deities are mentioned in the Rigveda, the text
itself already contains the one idea of one divinity that is manifest manifold: एकं॒ स'()ा॑ बहु॒धा
व॑दि3त (ekam sādviprā bahudhā vadanti: “Learned sages speak about the One in various

ways”)104 that should not prevent us, if we are to follow his line of interpretation and the initial
idea of this essay that Dionysus is a force of nature, as indicative that Dionysus may be one of
the manifestations of this one Rig Vedic Divinity. According to Brereton and Jamison, the Rig
Vedic pair of Earth and fertility would be “Dyaus and Prithivī ‘Heaven and Earth.’”105vi
Tellingly, Brereton and Jamison relate stories of rape involving the Vedic pair, which
resemble stories of rape involving Dionysus. In their own words, “a less beneficent aspect of
Heaven’s fatherhood is found in a myth, obliquely but vividly referred to a few times in the
Rigveda… and told more clearly in Vedic prose… - namely his rape of his own daughter.”106
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There are several myths involving either others causing Dionysus to rape women (Aura,vii
Nicaeaviii) or neglect of the worship of Dionysus causing others to rape their own daughters
(Aruntius,ix Kyanipposx). Although following such interpretation, Dionysus would be related
to Prithivī only, as the female deity of fertility, Brereton and Jamison clarify that “Heaven and
Earth are also called ‘mothers,’ as well as ‘father and mother,’” and that “perhaps this
metaphor owes something to the gender fluidity of the word for heaven, dyaús, which can be
grammatically masculine as well as feminine.”107 Dionysus is himself an example of gender
fluidity – especially according to some interpretations of Euripides’ Bacchae.xi
I could go on and on presenting research about the several scholarly and unscholarly
assertions relating Dionysus to India. As I mentioned in the introduction to this paper, it
quickly becomes a futile task unless one is ready to dive into the past and propose relations
that though they are subjectively arguable, because of the very nature of Dionysus and the
Dionysian, can only be asserted as objectively plausible at best. I have shown that IndoEuropean comparative mythology and philology provide for this plausible thesis that
Dionysus represents a force of nature – one of the many manifesting from a Rigvedic idea of
divinity. I also think that this plausible thesis reverberates with Nietzsche’s idea of the
Dionysian. This is so because, as my research has shown, varied scholars of varied disciplines
have explored the relation of Dionysus to India with no objectively stated certainty of the
thesis. Though not entirely objectively happy with my conclusion, I would like to think that
the classicist, philologist, and philosopher Nietzsche would be open to this subjective but
plausible Dionysian thesis.
एकं॒ स'()ा॑ बहु॒धा व॑दि3त

ekam sādviprā bahudhā vadanti108
107
108
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Endnotes
The Persian version of the Sanskrit कु# (Kuru), the main clan of family described in the Sanskrit epic, The
Mahābhārata
ii See image 0.2
iii In Classical Sanskrit, the Cophen river is known as the Kābul river (काबल . In Vedic times, it was known as the
ु ्)
Kubhā (कुभा). There was a Κάβουρα settlement in Afghanistan crossed by Alexander. See Majumdar, The Vedic
Age, 247.
iv See image 0.4
v See image 0.3
vi As a side note, according to Brereton and Jamison, the Vedic twin gods Aśvins… “have an alternative and
apparently older name: Nāsatya (nāś atya), which has an Avestan counterpart, though it refers to a single being
and is the name of a demon, and they appear to have even deeper roots in prehistory, corresponding to the Greek
Dioskouroi (likewise a secondary designation, literally “Zeus’s boys”).” Page 66.
vii http://data.perseus.org/citations/urn:cts:greekLit:tlg2045.tlg001.perseus-grc1:48 Nonnus, Dionysiaca, 48. 240 ff
(trans. Rouse) (Greek epic C5th A.D.)
viii http://data.perseus.org/citations/urn:cts:greekLit:tlg2045.tlg001.perseus-grc1:48 Nonnus, Dionysiaca, 48. 567 ff
(trans. Rouse) (Greek epic C5th A.D.)
ix http://data.perseus.org/citations/urn:cts:greekLit:tlg0007.tlg085.perseus-eng1:19 Plutarch, Moralia, Section 19
x http://data.perseus.org/citations/urn:cts:greekLit:tlg0007.tlg085.perseus-eng1:19 Plutarch, Moralia, Section 19
xi See Segal, Charles in Bibliography
i
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Images
0.1 Shiva Lingam

2nd Century BC Linga, the first of its kind found in South India
at Gudimallam temple in Chittoor district.
http://id.lib.harvard.edu/images/olvwork730327/urn-3:FHCL:11129187/catalog
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0.2 Nandi (Shiva’s Sacred Bull)

Shiva Riding Nandi in a Procession
http://id.lib.harvard.edu/images/HUAM216325/catalog
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0.3 Proto-Śiva Indus Civilization Seals

This artefact is commonly recognized as the Pasupati Seal or Proto-Siva seal. It was
excavated at Mohenjo-Daro within the Indus valley which is dated to approximately 2500
BC.
https://indianculture.gov.in/museums/pashupati-seal
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Pasupati. From Mohenjo-Daro, ca. 2500 BC
http://id.lib.harvard.edu/images/olvwork257191/urn-3:FHCL:341541/catalog
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0.4 Indra and the Apsaras (Dionysus and the Maenads?)

Cave 17. Interior. Painting: Indra and Apsaras, Ajanta Caves, Ajanta, Maharashtra, India,
ca. 1st Century CE
http://id.lib.harvard.edu/images/olvsite53884/urn-3:FHCL:2030041/catalog
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0.5 Krishna, His Flute, and the Gopis (resembling Dionysus?)

Krishna playing his flute surrounded by gopis
http://id.lib.harvard.edu/images/olvwork257164/urn-3:FHCL:266779/catalog
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